SNACKBIT

BUILD YOUR OWN WITH OFFICIAL COBRA JET PARTS FROM FORD RACING
You can build your own Cobra Jet Mustang, from body-in-white on up, with these authentic Ford Racing parts that were engineered, developed and tested for the 2008 factory-built Cobra Jet FR500CJ race car.

### Engine
- **M-8007-CJ** COBRA JET ENGINE
- **M-9926-CJ** BILLET 62.5MM DUAL THROTTLEBODY
- **M-19216-M54SC** A/C DELETE PULLEY
- **M-8316-CJ** SFI CRANKSHAFT DAMPER
- **M-9603-CJ** COBRA JET COLD AIR KIT
- **M-9340-CJ** COBRA JET OFF-ROAD RACING HEADERS

### Drivetrain
- **M-4001-CJ** COBRA JET 9" REAR END
- **M-4602-CJ** COBRA JET DRIVESHAFT
- **M-5478-CJ** COBRA JET DRIVESHAFT LOOP
- **M-6392-CJ** COBRA JET BELLHOUSING FOR 6-SPEED
- **M-7003-CJ** COMPLETE 6-SPEED MANUAL WITH SFI BELL

### Chassis
- **M-1007-CJF** 15 X 4 FRONT COBRA JET WHEEL
- **M-1007-CJR** 15 X 10 REAR COBRA JET WHEEL
- **M-18000-C** FORD RACING ADJUSTABLE DAMPER KIT
- **M-607100-CJ** COBRA JET PAINTED BODY IN WHITE
- **M-7213-J** BLACK SHIFT KNOB AND HANDLE
- **M-5019-CJ** LIGHTWEIGHT DRAG RACE RADIATOR SUPPORT

### Appearance and Interior
- **M-6360004-CJ** COBRA JET SEAT COVERS
- **M-16700-B** HOOD PIN KIT, 2PC
- **M-91303-A** AIR BAG DELETE COVER
- **M-17782-CJ** MIRROR BLOCK OFF PLATES
- **M-2301-S** SNAKE FUEL CAP
- **M-11572-GT** MODIFIED GT START BUTTON
- **M-1660-CJ** COBRA JET HOOD SCOOP
- **M-9278-BFSE** GAUGE - OIL PRESSURE (0-100PSI) FSE
- **M-1622-BFSE** GAUGE - 2-1/16" VACUUM/BOOST FSE
- **M-17360-CJ** GAUGE - 5" PEDESTAL TACH
- **M-10883-BFSE** GAUGE - WATER TEMP (100-250F) FSE
- **M-1620001-CJ** STANDARD GRAPHICS PACKAGE
- **M-1620001-CJ1** OPTIONAL SHOWCAR GRAPHICS PACKAGE
- **M-1620001-54CJ** 5.4L COBRA JET ENGINE GRAPHICS
- **M-1821-FR** FORD RACING WINDSHIELD BANNER
- **M-17831-CJ** COBRA JET FASCIA KIT

Visit [www.fordracingparts.com](http://www.fordracingparts.com) for official Cobra Jet parts available exclusively from Ford Racing Dealers.